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About Outnumber 
Outnumber is a numbers home. Numbers live here with their families. Each number family is beautiful in its 
own quirky way. Be it angry 3s or calm and wise 4s or the very afraid 7s, they all live here and have fun. 
Instead of forcing kids to remember numbers and their shapes, they will retain these numbers by their 
personalities. More importantly, they will have fun with math.  

 

About this downloadable  

The downloadable is a free (for home use only) to print version of 36 Outnumber game cards, printing 
instructions. There are 10+ game plays that we have developed on Outnumber to build various number skills 
starting with number recognition, number sequencing, number names, counting and more. You can find 
these game plays on https://LogicRoots.com/MathGames/Outnumber . We keep sharing more free game 
plays and downloadables.  

In this downloadable you will find 

• 12 number cards 
• 12 number name cards 
• 12 count cards 
• Printing instructions 
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How to make your own 

Outnumber 
What you may need? 

1. A memory stick. 
2. Contact of a local print store. 
3. Good quality paper cutter. 
4. A small, durable plastic or cardboard storage box. 

Reasons why printing at a print store is better than printing it at home 

1. Cards printed at print stores are longer-lasting. 
2. Print stores will ensure that there is minimum paper wastage. 

What to do next? 

 

 

 

1. Download and save the pdf 
in a memory stick and take 
it to your print store. 

 

 

2. Opt for the 80 pound or 
215 gsm paper cardboard 
for printing to ensure 
durability of cards. 

 

 

3. Carefully cut the cards. 
Use a ruler while cutting 
to avoid frayed edges.  

 

 

4. Store the cards in a good 
quality plastic or 
cardboard box to prevent 
them from getting 
misplaced. 

 

 














